ExpoOnline - The Global Exhibition
Network

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Taking part in a physical International Trade Fair is time-consuming, expensive and often involves a lot of travelling.
The idea of staging international online exhibitions came as a natural development for the IMC Group leadership.
Following the operation of their project of IMC International Merchandising Center, a $50 million state of the art
establishment staging physical trade exhibitions and other regional and international business and trade events, it became
clear to them that the development and widespread use worldwide of the Internet could provide strategic solutions to the
problems related to physical exhibitions for increasing the number of exhibitors and the international trade visitors and make
the participation cheap and ease for the large numbers of SMEs worldwide.
Following a prefeasibility study during the early 2007, IMC leadership had a number of discussions with officials of the “ITC
in Geneva”, presidents of several European Chambers of commerce and many executives of the National Export Promotion
Organizations mainly from developing countries about the proposed online exhibition concept.
Although many met the idea of developing online international exhibitions with skepticism commenting that it will be difficult
to change the culture from physical international events to online business exhibitions, the majority believed that this concept
could develop into a sizable industry within the following years.
By the middle of 2007, the team of senior IMC managers was already deeply involved in preparing what has become a few
years later The Virtual Exhibitions Industry Concept.
To develop fully the idea IMC hired top marketers and two of the best business solutions architects from the UK and India
who in collaboration with the IMC’s IT specialists managed the development of the project from an idea to a workable
concept.
Within two years the enlarged team managed to develop a platform capable of recreating the experience of word class trade
shows via the Internet.
Thanks to the experience of the IMC team in organizing and operating successful physical International Exhibitions, the inhouse group together with the technology team managed to overcome uncountable problems and to introduce online
workable exhibition features during all stages of the development phase and prior to going live.
Naturally thinking of a virtual trade show on the web, the online trade visitor will expect to see icons of pavilions (exhibition
stands) and photographic presentation of the exhibitors’ products or services, if possible, with live movements incorporating
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required data and administrative support so as to assist the online visitor to focus on certain categories, products or services
as well as the exhibitors contact details etc.
However, these are the easier parts to recreate in International Online Exhibition environment, certain more advanced
features were required, such as the electronic exchange of business cards between the online trade visitor and the exhibitor
and the facility for the visitor to collect brochures from the virtual stand of the exhibitor via an electronic briefcase for
transferring the same to his/her email, etc.
By the middle of 2009 the platform was capable of staging the first international online exhibition.
For obvious reasons it was decided to launch the first online exhibition in partnership with the China National Trade
Development Organization (CEATEC). The title of this first international online event was The Best of China with over four
thousand online exhibitors representing practically all the categories of exportable goods and services from China to the
world. The exhibition lasted 8 weeks during which six hundred thousand online trade visitors from more than eighty countries
of the world visited the event online. The Best of China was followed by The Best of India with seven hundred exhibitors
and one million two hundred thousand trade visitors.
Before moving to the current Global Network strategic concept, Business Global staged several other specialized
international and regional exhibitions such as the EUROMED Partnership and Investment Fair, The International Travel
and Tourism Exhibition as well as other exhibitions related to Franchising, Construction, Technology, Investments,
etc.
From the end of 2009 till the end of 2012 more than a dozen global trade and specialized exhibitions were organized by
BusinessGlobal. All those exhibitions had a huge success both in terms of participation and visitation
Despite some limitations, the original Business Global concept, revolutionizing the cost of participating in international
trade and services exhibitions was praised and welcomed by industry leaders and trade support organization worldwide.
As it was expected the Business Global online exhibition concept from the early days of its birth attracted other
enterprises of the world, involved either in online directories, webinars or other trade promotional activities through the
internet.
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Poor copies of the original business Global exhibition technology started appearing, and about two dozen enterprises are
currently involved with local virtual exhibitions in various countries.
However, nearly all these enterprises started and kept their activities around small short duration local online exhibitions,
attracting from few hundreds to few thousands of online visitors for each virtual event
The IMC Group (founders of the concept) realized from the beginning that the concept was to be copied and spread
around the world. The same time they also realized that the competition was to be restricted mainly to local exhibitions
due to obstacles and heavy cost in promoting short duration international events with decent number of global online
visitors.
The same obstacle was the reason why from the early days of completing the original business global online exhibition
platform, IMC started planning the Expo Online Network concept which was clear that on completion was expected to give
solution to the above restriction because the Global Network concept with permanent exhibitions for major categories can
self-generate unlimited online traffic internationally.
During the first phase of Business Global platform operation with The Best of China, The Best of India and some other
short duration online exhibitions related to travel , tourism, construction, investments, franchising, etc who follow,
Business Global received between six hundred thousand and four million online trade visitors for every exhibition.
Although all above special online exhibitions with only 8 weeks duration left thousands of satisfied exhibitors and
established the foundation of what is called today the Online Exhibitions Industry IMC Group was left with a balance sheet
loss of millions due to the heavy cost for Global online and offline promotion in attracting large numbers of International
online trade visitors for short duration online exhibitions.
The balance sheet loss for IMC Group was viewed by the management as part of its long term investment, considering
that:
The market education and the substantial experience gained, establishing that although the online exhibition concept had
a great future, the short durations events were to costly to promote, since at the end of each thematic exhibition all the
marketing and promotion cost was lost and had to start spending and advertising the next exhibition again simply because
the visitors of the previous exhibition of their interest stopped visiting the platform after the end of the specific event. This
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is the main reason for which the IMC Group started developing the new platform with permanent exhibitions covering all
the main categories of the business, and:
-Considering all the problems and limitations during the commercialization of the original concept of one thematic
exhibition at a time with limited 8 weeks duration.
-Through this experience the International Network concept was born on which the new ExpoOnline platform is based,
reducing global promotion cost with 200 countries business portals including 20 specialised business category exhibitions
×12 months ×7 days a week ×24 hours a day.
-Making the Expo Online network the most promising services to the Global Business community revolusionalising the
cost for exhibiting, advertising and developing new markets, partners and buyers.
The new global platform incorporate a multi exhibition ExpoPark staging simultaneously separate permanent exhibitions
for all major trade and services categories.
From the original innovation with the recreation of the first world class international trade exhibition online in 2009, now
the comprehensive ExpoOnline Global Network is incorporating a local ExpoPark for practically every country of the
Globe, with a series of improvements features and developments that no businessman or Manager of the world can
ignore.
Now every enterprise from any country of the world and especially SMEs can afford to participate in an international
exhibition for a whole year at a fraction of the cost of participating in a physical exhibition for a few days, as well as
advertising and developing awareness of their brand, products and services for the whole year for the cost of one day
advertisement in any decent local publication.
During the pilot operation launch of the ExpoOnline network concept with only 50 of its world national portals the Global
Network manages to get tens of millions of unique trade visitors with very low promotional cost, which is proving that when
the global network of over 200 interconnected national portals will be fully operational the project can aim for hundreds of
millions of online trade visitors and interactions annually with substantially reduced cost of online and offline promotion
because the Global Network does the main job.
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Most important, is the ease of visiting and navigating through the Global Network a concept that cannot be copied by
possible future competition for the following reasons:
Through the IMC Group’s well planned acquisition and ownership of all the world country’s names (domains) with the word
ExpoOnline attached has created a world first exclusive, simplified and unique access passport to the Global Network.
It offers easy to remember way to the world online visitors to visit one or all of the 200 National business portals (domains)
of the Global Network by just adding the name of the country of the visitor’s interest in front of the ExpoOnline word.
Furthermore, it’s making it possible once they visit their country’s business portal on the global platform of any other country
portal to move to any other country or countries ExpoOnline sites with a single click.
It is expected that within the coming years every one of the hundreds of millions web users of the world will know that by
placing their country’s name or any other country’s name in front of the word ExpoOnline they can visit any one of the Global
business category online exhibitions and from there with a single click the whole network.
For
example,
USAEpoOline.com,
ChinaExpoOnline.com,
IndiaExpoOnline.com,
CanadaExpoOnline.com, CyprusExpoOnline.com, MaltaExpoOnline.com, etc.

UKExpoOnline.com,

Through the above any internet user from all the countries of the world, any time, 365 days a year, 24 hours a day, can visit
one of the several categories online exhibitions of any country of the world and they can exchange online business cards
or interact with the company representative of any special exhibition pavilion of each country. The online visitor during any
time of the day is able to connect with all online exhibitions no matter if it’s day in his country and night in the other country
which is connected to.
The Global Exhibition Network is recreating a market place covering the whole world, and it offers an innovative
communications tool that supports imports/exports, investments, tourism, franchising, technology and everything in
between.
It is no surprise that from the pilot stage of the Global Network concept and before its official launch its value had already
been recognised and adopted by Governments, International Trade Promotion Organisations, National Chambers of
Commerce and Institutions as well as many business and professional associations.
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Business Global’s extraordinary wealth in value and potential has been recognised within the European Union with the
distinction that lead to partnership with the EU organisation Euro-Med TDS in the creation of the regional hub
EuroMedExpoOnline.com within the global network of ExpoGlobalOnline.com.
In addition to the Expo Park each portal contains:
• A National virtual showcase and detailed country profile
• Doing business and investing in each country
• Special thematic exhibitions
• Foreign companies on each national portal doing business with the particular country
To develop a Global Network needs time and a lot of techonological precautions in order to deliver a rubust and incorruptible
tool for global use to the global community. Furthermore a simultaneously global implementation as far as it concerns its
distribution network and global promotional policy has to be planned before its commercialization. This effort started on
2012 and as the platform still runs under a pilot program, providing Business Global with precious information about
networks needs and further upgrading, major changes is been prepared and implemented in order for the project to be
commercialized at the last quarter of 2015.
Further developments to follow during 2015:







Technological upgrading of the platform able now to support global networking and all internet devices
Strategic separation into two main exhibition gateways one for Trade (including 20 categories of products and
services) and one for Destinations (including 17 travel and tourism categories)
Integration of two Global Exhibitions (Trade and Destinations) in the expoonline portal for companies and
organizations with global presence
Centralized exhibition organizational services with the integration of the interactive user friendly Info Desk including
from the exhibition manual and country information to the organization of online conferences and events
Integration of interactive pavilions
New Expo Park, exhibition categories halls and pavilions designs
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Important Milestones
2007-2009
Development of the first Business Global platform capable of recreating International exhibition on line (one at a time)
2009
Development of the first online Exhibition, the Best of China, in partnership with China National Trade Development
Organization CEATEC. The one at the time 8 weeks duration exhibition continued successfully until the end of 2012.
2010-2012
The development of a completely new platform to overcome certain limitations faced with phase one, to solve the problem
of high promotion cost for trade visitors and the introduction of further innovations aiming to the globalization of the project.
A permanent exhibition concept was introduced based on an Expo Park with the capability of running in parallele a number
of main categories exhibitions on each one of the 200 interlinked country portals.
2012-2015
The new platform running on a pilot base on over 50 national portal with corrections and new features integration.
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